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precisely.
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]A computer multi-dimensional position data input unit comprising:

A position data sending set with at least one light source in which a pulse oscillation is possible.

A position data receiving set with operation part which computes a three-dimensional position

of at least one portion of a position data sending set in space from light volume detected with at

least two photo detectors and said each photo detector for detecting an incidence angle of input

light from said light source.

[Claim 2]A computer multi-dimensional position data input unit which the number of light

sources of said position data sending set is two in the computer multi-dimensional position data

input unit according to claim 1 , and is characterized by said operation part computing a

three-dimensional position of two portions of a position data sending set.

[Claim 3]It is a quadrisection pin photodiode which each of said photo detector separated a

certain distance, and has made and arranged an angle mutually in the computer

multi-dimensional position data input unit according to claim 1 , A computer multi-dimensional

position data input unit computing a three-dimensional position of at least one portion of a

position data sending set based on a difference of light volume and the sum which are received

by four division each pin photodiode, respectively, distance between photo detectors, and an

arrangement angle.

[Claim 4]In the computer multi-dimensional position data input unit according to claim 1, said

position data receiving set is constituted as a simple substance, A computer multi-dimensional

position data input unit, wherein a photo detector which receives a lightwave pulse including

position pulses and a click pulse which were discharged from said position data sending set is

arranged at a position data receiving set.

[Claim 5]A computer multi-dimensional position data input unit, wherein said lightwave pulse

includes a direction pulse in the computer multi-dimensional position data input unit according

to claim 4.

[Claim 6]A computer multi-dimensional position data input unit, wherein a position data

receiving set which is a simple substance is attached to a keyboard top or a CRT main part of a

computer in the computer multi-dimensional position data input unit according to claim 1

.
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[Claim 7]A computer multi-dimensional position data input unit having a live part which said

position data receiving set accommodates said position data sending set, and charges in the

computer multi-dimensional position data input unit according to claim 1

.

[Claim 8]A computer multi-dimensional position data input unit, wherein said position data

receiving set is arranged at a flank of an indicator of a laptop computer in the computer

multi-dimensional position data input unit according to claim 1.

[Claim 9]A computer multi-dimensional position data input unit, wherein said position data

sending set has one mouse switch and at least one click switch in the computer

multi-dimensional position data input unit according to claim 1

.

[Claim 10]A KONYUTA multi-dimensional position data input unit which has a position data

sending set and a position data receiving set, comprising:

(a) A switch with which a position data sending set makes a (i) position data sending set an

operating state

(ii) At least one click switch which generates a click pulse.

(iii) At least one light emitting device which generates a lightwave pulse including position

pulses and a click pulse.

(iv) A power supply which supplies electric power to a light emitting device and which can be

charged.

2 photo detectors arranged in a fixed position which receives a lightwave pulse including

position pulses and a click pulse which it has, and by which (b) position data receiving set was

discharged from a (i) position data sending set.

(ii) A click pulse detection circuit which recognizes a click pulse.

(iii) A light source discrimination decision circuit which identifies a light source, and a position

calculation circuit which computes a position in space of a position data sending set from (iv)

position pulses, (v) A conversion circuit which changes into a mouse pulse a position in space

of a position data sending set obtained from a position calculation circuit, (vi) A conversion

circuit which changes into a three-dimensional position coordinate a position in space of a

position data sending set obtained from a position calculation circuit, and a click pulse

conversion circuit which changes into a mouse click pulse click information acquired from a

(vii) click pulse detection circuit.

[Claim 1 1]A computer multi-dimensional position data input unit in which a lightwave pulse of

said position data sending set is characterized by a position calculation circuit of said position

data receiving set computing a direction also including a direction pulse in the computer

multi-dimensional position data input unit according to claim 10.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
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[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application]Especially this invention relates to the three-dimensional position data

input device of a wireless method about the multi-dimensional position data input unit for

computers. It is desirable although applied to the three-dimensional position data input device

of a wireless method in this invention.

Therefore, although the following explanation is turned to such a device, this invention is not

limited to a wireless method and a three-dimensional thing, and also contains the thing of a

wired system and other dimensions.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]In order to input objective shape and position into a computer

conventionally, it depended on the big-ticket device which used a laser beam, a camera, etc. It

was difficult to detect the three-dimensional position coordinate of the arbitrary positions in the

space by these methods. And what a user can use easily and easily did not exist.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]In recent years, creation of the image of a

three-dimensional object and creation of pictorial drawing are frequently performed using

computers, such as computer graphics and CAD/CAM. However, these entries of data are

performed by inputting x-y coordinates and a z-coordinate individually on a flat surface. And

to the input of the shape of a actual object, the size must be measured for all directions (x-y-z

shaft orientation). In such a case, it is desirable by tracing the object like a pen that the

three-dimensional information can be inputted.

[0004]In virtual reality (virtual space), the simple way a user inputs a solid in virtual space

does not exist. When treating a solid especially, to an input device, it is small and a wireless

method is desirable.

[0005]Therefore, the purpose of this invention is to provide the computer multi-dimensional

position data input unit which can input the position data ofmany dimensions into a computer

with comparatively easy composition.

[0006]Other purposes of this invention are to provide the wireless method computer

three-dimensional position data input device which can input three-dimensional position data

into a computer with a wireless method with comparatively easy composition.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem]A position data sending set which has at least one light source

in which pulse oscillation of this invention is possible in order to attain the above-mentioned

purpose, At least two photo detectors for detecting an incidence angle of input light from said

light source, A computer multi-dimensional position data input unit having a position data

receiving set with operation part which computes a three-dimensional position of at least one

portion of a position data sending set in space from light volume detected with said each photo
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detector is adopted.

[0008]

[Example]Next, this invention is explained with reference to drawings. Drawing 1 is a

perspective view showing the composition of the whole wireless method computer

three-dimensional position data input device.

With a wireless method computer three-dimensional position data input device, drawing 2 is a

perspective view of the position data receiving set currently used, and drawing 3, Are a top

view of a position data receiving set, and drawing 4, It is a position data sending set and

drawing 5 is a perspective view showing the composition of the whole wireless method

computer three-dimensional position data input device which applied this invention to the

laptop computer, Drawing 6 is a circuit block figure of a position data sending set, and drawing

7, Are a circuit block figure of a position data receiving set, and drawing 8 is a front view

showing arrangement of the quadrisection pin photodiode of a position data receiving set, and

drawing 9, Are a wave form chart of the lightwave pulse of the light emitting device in various

states of the click switch of a position data sending set, and drawing 10 and drawing 1 1, It is a

schematic diagram for explaining calculation of the three-dimensional position in a wireless

method computer three-dimensional position data input device, and is a graph for drawing 14

to determine one of the parameters used at the time of calculation of a three-dimensional

position from drawing 12.

[0009]First, if drawing 1 thru/or drawing 5 are referred to, drawing 1 thru/or drawing 5 show

the wireless method computer three-dimensional position data input device which can use the

composition of the conventional computer as it is. A base material suitable at the tip of the

personal computer body 1 connected to CRT2 and the keyboard 3 in drawing 1 to the interface

cable 6. The three-dimensional position data receiving set (following only position data

receiving set) 4 which constitutes the wireless method computer three-dimensional position

data input device carried on (for example, the desk) is connected. At the time of disuse, the live

part 39 of the position data sending set 4 is equipped with the three-dimensional position data

sending set (following only position data sending set) 5 which constitutes too a wireless

method computer three-dimensional position data input device, and it is held by a charging

state, At the time of use, it is pulled out from the live part 7, and is used. As for the position

data sending set 5, it is preferred like a graphic display that it is a pen type which an operator

has in a hand and operates so that conveniently, and this position data sending set 5, It is for

transmitting to the position data receiving set 4 optically by using as position data two

positions (or it may be a position one) which itself has.

[0010]Drawing 5 shows the example by which the position data receiving set 4 is built in the

laptop computer. Since composition also with an optical case of this example and electric

composition are the same as that of the example of drawing 1 , the explanation about this

example is omitted.
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[001 l]When drawing 2 and drawing 3 are referred to, the position data receiving set 4, Front

both ends have a core box casing which has a portion which projects in the method of the

outside of slant, the opening is formed in the two portions, and the photo detectors 20 and 21

which receive the light from the position data sending set 5 through these openings are

arranged inside the casing.

[00 12]The lenses 20a and 21a with which the photo detectors 20 and 21 bring together the light

from the position data sending set 5 in a focus, respectively as shown in drawing 3, The

detecting position light-electrical-and-electric-equipment transducers 20b and 21b which

change the quadrisection pin photodiode for arranging to the focal position and detecting the

image of light or light volume like CCD (charge coupled device) into an electrical signal are

comprised. These photo detectors are arranged so that the predetermined angle alpha may be

made mutually. As a result, the three-dimensional position of the position data sending set 5 is

computable like the after-mentioned based on the distance between the photo detectors 20 and

21, the predetermined angle alpha, and the electric generating power of the quadrisection pin

photodiodes 20b and 21b.

[0013]Next, when drawing 4 is referred to, the position data sending set 5, It has the light

emitting devices (electric-light transducer) 10a and 10b like LED to the both ends of the main

part 5a, has the mouse switch 1 1 and the click switches 12 and 13 in the anterior part of the

main part 5a, and has the accommodation guide bar 37 and the terminal 38 for charge at the

rear.

[0014]Based on instructions of a control circuit (it mentions later), the light emitting devices

10a and 10b change a three-dimensional position, rotation information, and click information

into light, and emit light. For example, if the mouse switch 1 1 is pushed with the thumb, light

will be emitted in the position pulses etc. which are generated inside the main part 5a. in order

that the usual photo detector may react to visible light -- ** from the position data sending set 5

— the filter (not shown) which penetrates only specific wavelength (usually infrared rays) is

attached. If the mouse switch 1 1 is pushed, the position data sending set 5 will be made into an

operating state, and will emit light in the position pulses etc. which are generated inside a main

part as mentioned above. This function can also substitute the click switch 12 or 13. When the

click switches 12 and 13 are pushed by a forefinger, it operates as the object for click one, and

a switch for click-off, and these click switches are switches which become effective, only when

one [ with the mouse switch 11/ the position data sending set ]. Two click switches are not

necessarily required, may omit the switch 13 for click-off and may use only the switch for click

one.

[0015]It becomes irregular with the ID code included such click information, and the light

emitting devices (electric-light transducer) 10a and 10b emit light by turns, thereby, although

which light emitting device of the position data receiving set 4 is emitting light, it can come out

and perform getting to know the existence of whether the click switch was pushed.

[0016]The accommodation guide bar 37 works as a guide when accommodating the position
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data sending set 5 into the live part 39 of the position data receiving set 4, and is taken in and

out along the guide rail (not shown) provided in the live part 39. For this reason, the charging

terminal 38 of position data is positioned to the terminal for charge (not shown) in which the

position data receiving set 4 corresponds.

[00 17]Although a position data sending set has other functional devices, the details are

explained with reference to drawing 6.

[0018]Next, reference of drawing 6 and drawing 7 will explain the circuitry and operation of

the wireless method computer multi-dimensional position data input unit (a position data

sending set and a position data receiving set) of this invention.

[0019]Reference of drawing 6 shows the circuit block figure of the position data sending set 5.

The light emitting devices 10a and 10b are electric-light transducers as mentioned above.

Light is emitted in one of the click switches 12 and 13, and a wave-like lightwave pulse

mutually discriminable according to an OFF state (refer to drawing 9).

[0020]The pulse generator 15 generates position pulses based on the state of the mouse switch

1 1 and the click switches 12 and 13 under control of the control circuit 18. The mouse switch

1 1 switches the operating state and non operating state of a position data sending set.

The click switches 12 and 13 generate the click ON signal and click OFF signal which generate

a click one pulse and a click-off pulse.

The control circuit 1 8 controls the operation of the whole position data sending set. The power

supply 19 is a power supply charged with the terminal 38 for charge.

[0021]Next, reference of drawing 7 shows the circuit block figure of the position data receiving

set 4. The photo detectors 20 and 21 receive the light from the position data sending set 5, as

mentioned above. The two photo detectors 20 and 21 are connected to the detection arithmetic

circuit unit 8, and this detection arithmetic circuit unit 8 includes the differential amplifiers 23,

24, and 26, the click pulse detection circuit 25, the light source discrimination decision circuit

27, and the position calculation circuit 22. Although the differential amplifiers 23, 24, and 26

are mentioned later in detail, they output the difference and the sum of light volume which

were received by the quadrisection pin photodiodes 20 and 21 of each photo detector, and

changed to the electrical signal. The light source discrimination decision circuit 27

discriminates from an ID code whether light is emitted now from the light emitting device 10a

which emits light by turns, and 1 0b ******. The click pulse detection circuit 25 detects

whether it receives light and changes and the click pulse is included in the electrical signal.

That is, one of a click switch and an OFF state are detected. By the abnormal conditions by the

side of a position data sending set, since and incident light is modulated by the OFF state

identifiable, the detection of a click pulse can acquire click information by judging the output

from a photo detector. [ a click switch ] The position calculation circuit 22 computes the

position of a position data sending set from the constant of the light volume information from

the two differential amplifiers 23 and 26, and others. The control circuit 28 controls the
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operation of the whole position data receiving set. It is an I/O digital circuit for the mouse

driver of a personal computer to read the click pulse information recognized in the posture and

the click pulse detection circuit 25 of the value of the position computed in the position

calculation circuit 22, and a position data sending set. It can use as a two-dimensional mouse as

it is by connecting with the conventional mouse port.

[0022]In addition, it is for forming the connector 36, and the connector's 36 sending the

position pulses and the mouse click pulse which were generated by the PC interface circuit 33

to a personal computer body through a mouse cable, and sending the electric power from a

personal computer body to a position data receiving set. The power supply 34 supplies electric

power to each functional device including the control circuit 28. It is connected to the

above-mentioned live part 39, and the battery charger 35 works as power supply sources of a

position data sending set.

[0023]Next, the detecting position used by this invention with reference to drawing 14 from

drawing 10 is explained. Drawing 10 shows the optical system which performs position

computation, especially the parameter relevant to calculation. The parameter which must be set

in order to compute the three-dimensional position (three-dimensional coordinates) of a

position data sending set by calculation is as follows.

[0024](1) Lens : since distance:l (distance from the center of a lens to a photo detector)

between lens diameter, curvature-radius, refractive-index, and thickness (2) photo detectors

and this distance are related to the ratio (R) of the difference of light volume and the sum

which are mentioned later with regards to the spot diameter of light, choose them appropriately

if needed.

(3) distance between lenses: — 2A (4) lens's inclination: ~ theta [0025]Drawing 1 1 shows the

optical system which performs position computation of the one light source a. The following

two formulas are drawn by this coordinate system.

[0026]

Z=tan(theta+alpha) X-tan(theta+alpha) A ... (1)

Z=tan(theta+beta) X-tan(theta+beta) A ... (2)

Here, theta shows the angle which the optic axis and the X-axis of a lens make, and alpha and

beta show the angle which line BD in case the light source a is in the position of D, and line

CD make with the optic axis of a lens.

[0027]The coordinates (xO, yO, zO) of an intersection are as follows from (1) and (2) types.

[0028]

x0=A- {tan(theta+alpha)-tan (theta+beta)} / {tan(theta+alpha)+tan (theta+beta)} ... (3)

z0=-2A {tan (theta+alpha) and tan (theta+beta)} / {tan(theta+alpha)+tan (theta+beta)} ... (4)

y0= {x0
2
+z0

2
}

1/2

, andtanphi ... (5)

Here, phi shows the angle which line AF and line AD make.

[0029]If four outputs of the light volume from one quadrisection pin photodiode are set to P, Q,

R, and S when distance of z is set constant, Between the ratio of the sum {(P+R)+(Q+S)} to
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each of 2 sets of differences which four outputs counter, {(P+R)-(Q+S)}, and {(P+Q)-(R+S)},

and the distance of a x direction, it was called for by calculation that quite strict proportionality

is realized. This calculation result is shown in drawing 14 from drawing 12. Drawing 14 shows

the relation between {(P+R)-(Q+S)}/{(P+Q)+(R+S)} and the distance of a x direction from

drawing 12, for example. These figures also show that the product of the position of the

inclination K and z of the graph of ****** takes about 1 constant value (c) within a certain

amount of limits.

[0030]It becomes R=Kxz, Kx(position of z) =c, therefore x/(position of z) =tan alpha=R/c from

a graph. Thus, the value of tanalpha can be calculated from one quadrisection pin photodiode.

The value of tanbeta and tanphi can be calculated similarly. When it explains still more

concretely, as shown in drawing 8, each portion of the two quadrisection pin photodiodes 20b

and 21b (50, 51, 52, 53), (-- 60 61 -- 62 -- 63 --) -- an output -- respectively (P, Q, R, S) (--

p „ ' „ Q - t R „ i __ s i __ carrying out „ if tanalpha becomes 1/C-{(P'+R r

) -

(Q
,+S ,

)}/{(P
,+R t

) + (Q'+S
1

)}, tanbeta becomes 1/C-{(P+R)-(Q+S)}/{(P+R)+(Q+S)}, and tanphi

becomes 1/C-{(P+Q+P'+R') - (R+S+R+S')}/{(P+R+P*+R') + (Q+S+Q'+S')}.

[0031]On the other hand, the above-mentioned intersection coordinate (xO, yO, zO) is searched

for from formal tan (theta+alpha) =(tantheta+tanalpha)/( l-tanthetatanalpha) and theta which is

a constant.

[0032]Next, the procedure of position computation is explained. First, each parameter is set

and the product c of the position of the inclination K and z of the graph of a R-x straight line

(from drawing 12 to for example, drawing 14) and the value of tantheta are calculated by

calculation in the preparatory step.

[0033]two — a ** — division — a pin photodiode — a light emitting device — from — having

received light - light volume - P Q R S -- and -- P ' Q --
'
- R --

'
-- S --

' from

a differential amplifier — 23. Obtrude with a sum output {(P+R)+(Q+S)} and power

{(P+R)-(Q+S)} the differential amplifier 26, It obtrudes with a sum output {(P'+R) + (Q'+S')} ?

the differential amplifier 24 obtrudes power {(P'+Q 1

) - (R+S')} with a sum output

{(P+R+P'+R) + (Q+S+Q'+S 1

)} , and power {(P+Q+P'+R r

) - (R+S+R+S')} is outputted.

[0034]a ratio [ in / in the position calculation circuit 22 / each photo detector from these

outputs ] — the value of an intersection coordinate (xO, yO, zO) is calculated using the value of c

and tantheta which asked for R, for which it already asked by calculation and which were set.

The position and posture of the space of a position data device device can be known by

performing this calculation about the two light emitting devices 10a and 1 Ob of a position data

sending set, and searching for the coordinates oftwo points of space. Of course, the

three-dimensional position of one point of space can also be searched for only using one light

emitting device. The light source discrimination decision circuit 27 discriminates a light source

(light emitting device) from the sum output of the differential amplifier 24.

[0035]Next, operation of the wireless method computer multi-dimensional-data input device of

this invention is explained.
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[0036]If the mouse switch 1 1 of the position data sending set 5 is pushed, the control circuit 1

8

will check it and will make the position data sending set 5 an operating state. The pulse signal

of an emitted pulse as shown in the pulse generator 15 at drawing 8 is made to generate

simultaneously, and an emitted pulse is made to emit light by turns from the light emitting

devices 10a and 10b. At this time, the control circuit 18 investigates the state of the click

switches 12 and 13, and orders the pulse generator 15 to perform generation of that state, the

position pulses corresponding to each light emitting device, and a click pulse. Thereby, the

light emitting devices 10a and 10b emit light in position pulses as shown in drawing 9 included

the information on the click switches 12 and 13 and a light source.

[003 7]The photo detectors 20 and 21 of the position data receiving set 4 receive these

lightwave pulses. A light source (light emitting device) is identified by the light source

discrimination decision circuit at the same time these lightwave pulses go into the click pulse

detectors 25 through the differential amplifiers 23 and 26 and it detects the existence of a click

pulse in this click pulse detection circuit 25. Based on the output of the differential amplifiers

23, 24, and 26, the position calculation circuit 22 searches for the position of a position data

sending set by an operation. And position pulses are changed into rectangular coordinates by

the mouse pulse conversion circuit 33 with a mouse, and a click pulse is changed into mouse

click data, and it is sent to a personal computer through the connector 36.

[0038]Thus, although the spatial position of the position data sending set 5 and its posture are

searched for like the following, the move direction and migration length of cursor on the

display of CRT2 are specified by the ON state of the click switch 12.

[003 9]As explained above, in this invention, a wireless position data sending set is moved in

space.

Therefore, the spatial position and (or) posture can be inputted into a computer.

[0040]In recent years, computer graphics, CAD/CAM, etc. provide an input device that this

invention is easy and cheap to these entries of data, although creation of the image of a

three-dimensional object and creation of pictorial drawing are frequently performed using the

computer. And all directions-oriented (x-y-z axis) space coordinates can be inputted by tracing

the size with a position data sending set to the input of the shape of a actual object.

[0041]In virtual space, it can input simply in virtual space by a user having a position data

sending set in a hand. When treating work [ in three-dimensional space ] especially, to an input

device, a small wireless method is desirable. This invention can satisfy the needs.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1]Drawing 1 is a perspective view showing the composition of the whole wireless

method computer three-dimensional position data input device.

[Drawing 2]Drawing 2 is a perspective view of the position data receiving set currently used

with the wireless method computer three-dimensional position data input device.

[Drawing 3]Drawing 3 is a top view of a position data receiving set.
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[Drawing 4]Drawing 4 is a position data sending set.

[Drawing 5]Drawing 5 is a perspective view showing the composition of the whole wireless

method computer three-dimensional position data input device which applied this invention to

the laptop computer.

[Drawing 6]Drawing 6 is a circuit block figure of a position data sending set.

[Drawing 7]Drawing 7 is a circuit block figure of a position data receiving set.

[Drawing 8]Drawing 8 is a front view showing arrangement of the quadrisection pin

photodiode of a position data receiving set.

[Drawing 9]Drawing 9 is a wave form chart of the lightwave pulse in various states of the click

switch of a position data sending set.

[Drawing 10]Drawing 10 is a schematic diagram for explaining calculation of the

three-dimensional position in a wireless method computer three-dimensional position data

input device.

[Drawing 1 1 JDrawing 1 1 is a schematic diagram for explaining calculation of the

three-dimensional position in a wireless method computer three-dimensional position data

input device.

[Drawing 12]Drawing 12 is a graph for deciding one of the parameters used at the time of

calculation of a three-dimensional position.

[Drawing 13]Drawing 13 is a graph for deciding one of the parameters used at the time of

calculation of a three-dimensional position.

[Drawing 14]Drawing 14 is a graph for deciding one of the parameters used at the time of

calculation of a three-dimensional position.

[Description of Notations]

1 Wireless method computer multi dimensional input device

4 Position data receiving set

5 Position data sending set

10a and 10b Light emitting device

20 and 21 Photo detector

20b, 21b quadrisection pin photodiode

23, 24, and 26 Differential amplifier

25 Click pulse sensing device

27 Light source discrimination decision circuit

22 Position calculation circuit
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